Why Lilysilk?
Top quality at the lowest prices.
We only insist on using Grade A
mulberry silk in 19mm and 25mm
weight of mulberry silk.

Suffer from allergies?
You will be spoiled for choice.

Test, Test, And Test
We test every single product for perfection. Then we test it again.

Large Color Selection
Our silk bed linen range, available in gold, white, chocolate, plum, rouge, blue, lilac,
silver, royal blue, coffee is simply the best quality mulberry silk available on the
market today. We have taken great lengths to ensure we provide a product that
will be both luxurious and durable for many years to come. We believe silk bed
linen is something to be enjoyed and cherished for years, not just a few short months.
All Lilysilk linen is 100% mulberry silk with a thread count of over 400 and a momme
weight of 19. The ultimate combination of quality and luxury.

Details Pictures
All efforts have been made in taking accurate images and representing products with
correct information. We showed every detailed pictures as clear as we can so that
you will exactly know what you are looking at, unlike other competitors who only
show one tiny picture.

Natural
All of our silk duvets/silk comforter are filled with 100% natural long-fibre silk. No
harmful chemicals or artificial colourants have been used in their manufacture. We

only use Grade A pure mulberry silk no offcuts,
no factory seconds, no silk from mixed sources!

Ethical
We have gone to great lengths to ensure our
duvets have been ethically sourced. We only
purchase from family-run operations, ensuring silk
farmers are paid a fair price for their silk.

Customer Service
We will respond to your emails, return your telephone calls and dispatch your orders
when we promise we will. We appreciate our customers and work hard to provide
a service you can trust and we can be proud of.
More information http://www.lilysilk.com

